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Hokky Situngkir†
Is there any method to predict the stock market index for tomorrow? Why do we have so many
languages around the world? How can we arrange our investment portfolio in order to avoid
bigger risk? What can we do to win an election or voting? Why is it very difficult to make a
fair distribution of wealth in order to fairly make a welfare and prosperous society? How can
we stop the epidemic of the spreading bird flu? Why are social norms so robust? Why is there
always new mode of fashion that makes me exhausted to follow? How can I even think of
those? Those and a lot more questions can arise in any of us regarding who and what we are
while the more challenging is how to design a research institution cope with those issues.

1. Initial Points
It is inevitable that intellectuals are those the latest hope for the betterment of society
– especially in Indonesia whose a lot of historical moments were signed by the roles and
social activities of intellectuals. It is not an exaggeration to say that in the dictatorship era of
Suharto, a lot of people were relying on student movements for the democratic aspiration
through intra-parliamentary channels was plugged. Nonetheless, in the era of reform, a lot of
hardships are being still there and grievances are being still heard, a big challenge must be
faced by the intellectuals. While the conventional theoretical rules of thumb are used to
rebuild the nation, some things do not work, and the moment has come to question the
theoretical references.
As understood by some of contemporary social theorist1, there are a lot of traps in
establishing social theory that came from not tight predefinitions and preferences among
different theorists. Social theorist are often trapped in crossword puzzle trap as social analyst
occasionally manipulate the nature of social problems in order to fit any general ‘paradigm’
depicted in the social theory they are holding to. Moreover, there is also the brain teaser trap,
while the social analyst is frequently teased into secondary problems instead of main core of
research for the lack of tight pre-description of problems. While the “logic” of social nature
are often different with those use in literary speaking of social theories, analyst frequently
fails to capture the social dynamics she is adhering – the so called logic trap. Eventually, it is
not a secret that conventional social theorists are often jailed in the description trap, while
sometimes we cannot distinguish the comprehensive explanation with the merely descriptive
tautological propositions.
It is a fortune that we are now living in the world understands, recognizes, and
realizes about such things. The era we are living now lay upon the moment that the cutting
edge scientific endeavors are running through the interdisciplinary works. The well-known
phrases like econophysics, sociophysics, evolutionary economics, computational sociology,
social dynamics, and so on are now decorating the celebration of a lot of scientific state of the
art. Those give a lot different colors in the way social analysts think nowadays and as the new
kinds of science work on giving some corrections, verification, and probably falsifications to
their predecessors, we change our perspective in our main goal to build a society a new:
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democratic, just, and revived from social crises. This mission has brought the Bandung Fe
Institute to Indonesia and the world for the whole previous four years in the umbrella of social
complexity sciences.
Furthermore, those questions presented early describe that we live in a great
complexity of life and bring good opportunities to the institute. Natural as well as social
science to day still questions on a lot of things, while problems to be solved are more and
more everyday. In fact, the quests for solving problems and analyze the complexity of all
phenomena have invigorated the birth of scientific methodology since the beginning, or
probably science itself.

2. Invigorating Insights
Social system is so complex whatsoever. A complex system is a system which is
difficult, if not impossible to restrict its description to a limited number of parameters or
characterizing variables without losing its essential global functional properties2. It coalesces
from many components or sub-units interacting each other interestingly but not too obvious
when only the outcome of the interactions observed3. Even challenging, the elements of the
social system are human being, while an individual is also (and can be more) complex.
Traditional scientific methods have brought us many faculties of scientific discipline.
In fact, this is a characteristic of modern civilization separating not only many aspects of life
but also practically one individual to another: specialization4. But still the problem will be still
further from its final post to be solved and overcome. Our question now is what and how our
today academic institutional stances regarding to this?
The Cartesian style of analytical reductionism5 is however cannot cope with the
complex nature of social system. In other words, it will be hard to solve the complex system
by involving only one discipline. When we talk about unemployment, we cannot avoid
talking about crime rate, the skill and mental values of our workforce, et cetera instead of just
eyeing at numbers of aggregate economic data and variables6. When we discuss about a case
of epidemics, we should concern about the social network, the aspects of habit and culture,
economic hardship, migration, and so on7. We should let the gate among disciplines wideopened hence political problem cannot be separated with cultural, economic, psychological
and anthropological aspect of the social entity. This is what we call interdisciplinary and here
is where the cutting-edge scientific stage now herds. Broader transgressing boundaries of
conventional approach even should let the social analysis take advantage from mathematical
and natural sciences. There are so many models and analytical tools in natural science that can
give very good insights. Some interdisciplinary fields, e.g.: econophysics8, sociophysics9,
evolutionary economics10, and more have presented outstanding contribution to understand a
lot of perplexing things previously among social scientists11.

Figure 1
Collective symptoms (macro-properties) emerge from various individual symptoms (microproperties) in non-linear causality.

However, the problem of social sciences to day is not only that they are separated that
far one another and the distances emerged between social sciences and mathematical and
natural sciences in general. There have been some approaches showing that social sciences
cannot be separated with particular ideology since they are (frequently) lack of formalism and
in advance different with natural sciences respect to experiments and laboratory where good
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and well-recognized theories built and laid upon12. It is not strange for us hearing about
certain streams of sociological, psychological, and economic theories. Most theories came
from different assumptions that strangely become an ideology-like among social researchers
and analysts. Thus, we have to concern about these two oblivions on our way to the social
complexity sciences.
So, what are the social complexity sciences? Social system can be differed into several
descriptive levels as objects we can observe (see fig. 1). On macro level we can fairly say that,
for instance, one collective behavior S1x causing collective behavior S2x, with x is a dynamical
form of localized community or society. Either S1x and S2x occurs by “random” interactions of
individuals constitute it (say I1x, I2x, …Inx). Statistical analyses or conventional social theories
commonly approach these macro-view data an sich, as objects of observation rarely
concerning the causing micro-view. In this perspective, commonly S1x and S2x can be
correlated spuriously or in the manner of causation that can absolutely mislead the analysis.
Since S1x is emerged from I1x, I2x,…, Inx, and S2x from I*1x, I*2x,…, I*nx, it is obvious that
causation or direct correlation between S1x and S2x yields prone to failure conclusions
theoretically – however, when we talk about the conclusion to be used as a basic of social
policy, it can be disastrous13.
The social complexity sciences – as inspired from many analytical models from
physics to biology – understand that from causation of micro-level and macro-level presents
such non-linearity showing the evolution of the system. Adaptive process and microstructural self-organization emerges the global dynamic of the system (S1xÆS2x)14. The
question is how can we understand this solely by using the traditional methodology?
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Figure 2
The different purposes on macro-macro properties (prediction, etc.) and micro-macro peroperties
(explanation) in social research (see Situngkir, 2004b).

Social scientists, Joshua Epstein and Robert Axtell15 showed that a way to do this is
by taking advantage from computational simulation, a methodology often used in natural
(mathematical) sciences. In order not to be confused by possible wrongful theoretical
conclusion on the dynamic relation between S1x and S2x, we can generate the computational
world of I1x, I2x,…, Inx that emerge S1x in such a way the dynamically changes to S2x by the
changes in its micro-properties. This is an algorithmic and mathematical endeavors
demanding interdisciplinary collaboration between social researchers and mathematical ones.
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However, how to concur such emergence from micro to macro description level, the
interdisciplinary works among social scientists is a must. Pioneering this approach became a
reason of recent Nobel Prize for Economic Sciences 2005 bestowed to Thomas C. Schelling16.
And it is a simple way showing how the interdisciplinary of social complexity sciences works
(see fig. 2)17.

Figure 3
The problem of the social complexity research institute is that she is the object and
simultaneously the subject to the complex adaptive system

3. Establishing & Managing a Social Complexity Research Institute
The way Bandung Fe Institute has been established and managed are more or less
must be laid upon the principles that are quite different regarding issues as described in the
initial points section above. Independency is a key word on order to keep the researcher’s
eyes wide open to new research findings. This, I suppose, a thing that is specifically needed in
Indonesian research centers. A research institute is not a company, not also a kind of
enterprise as to the understanding that good science is always useful but not also saleable.
Good research must be done in the spirit of humanity endeavors and never should be other
things. But that is just when we talk about motives that, of course, hardly to measure.
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Figure 4
The design of the self-organized complex research institute.
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In the sense of complex research system, some things must be carefully figured out,
e.g. adaptability and evolvability of persons and organizations, the emergence of discoveries
and state of the art. Social research institute as a part of the society – that is becoming her
observing object – must work in a fashion of self-organization. The world is not out there, but
we are within the world. A suitable popular evolutionary views to capture this, probably is the
modification of the autopoietic system (self-organized system) interact dynamically with it’s
surroundings18. There should be a chance that the structure of the research institute changed as
an organic response to it’s environment without leaving aside the scientific principles.
The way to do this is by designing the institute into a faculty based organization in
which there should be two different bodies: research faculties and the administration
managing the organization19. As seen in figure 4, the highest authority of organization act
should be stated in the communication among the scientific board (as a place of research
aspiration sourced) and the administration (as the executive force). The communication is
however, becomes the key in the institute, and any dynamical structural changes regarding to
environmental responses may evolve in the institute. The executive administration cannot
claim the institute while they are connecting to the real world as the faculties always
overheard everything about it and may change upon it. As the faculties are the key stone of
the arrow of the organization, the administration may adjust the whole system in the institute.
Speaking of the implementation, the faculties in Bandung Fe Institute are made of
three departments observing in different spectacles upon the society: Computational
Sociology. Dynamical System Modeling, and the Cognitive Science. These are three
departments in which scientific endeavors are to be made in the fashion of complex system.
While previously we see how the grand design of the institute to be made upon the selforganization and dynamical adaptability to the environment, among the faculties, those should
also be fulfilled persistently. This, however, will bring the expansions of the things to be
approached by the institute. Yet, a lot of things and wide fields of study should be emerged
from the interactions amongst.
This is the way we establish and manage the research institute for social complexity
in Indonesia as we have seen also the potentials of what we can do with this institute for the
whole society.

4. Closing Words
Social complexity is social sciences with hands open wide accepting computational
innovation as a background, sometimes, a backbone. Having warned by the fear of too much
digitalized reduction, it has a spirit to fairly adjust the quantitative and qualitative approach,
either as a frame of deduction or induction. The world today has been the witness for the
genesis of many scientific novelties, and social complexity is just one that crawls around the
evolutionary scientific.
Indonesia today is a country with critical points appearing in all over the frame of its
self-organization. Social transitions occur so clearly and perpetually, as it jolted out from
repressiveness and abruptly moves toward democracy in which creativity is still a promise of
infinite space of thoughts. Newspapers headlines still reflect anger that comes out of illdefinitions about state and statesmanship, freedom of press and information, democratization
and democracy, ideology and its abuse, people and citizenship, and more.
Is there still a hope given by linear and closed-minded social sciences looking-glass
to observe such Indonesia ubiquitous non-linearity? Academically, social complexity might
be the only existing alternative, as it is kind of science well-prepared coping with the
complexity of our social realm. Henceforth, let us begin with opening the doors of our
faculties in the term of interdisciplinarity and see what we can contribute in the name of
science and research to answering one by one of questions above.
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